Basic Facts
A contrail is a contrail is a contrail ...

CONTRAILS typically form behind high-flying jets in a low-humidity environment. Cold, dry conditions -exactly those found in the upper atmosphere -- are prerequisites to contrail formation. The humidity level of the upper
atmosphere is LOW, which is the reason clouds form in the troposphere -- the lower portion of our atmosphere. Jet contrails,
which occur at high altitudes (e.g., 40,000 feet) disappear quickly -- much like your breath on a cold winter day. They are
simply made of water vapor.

Clouds need moisture to form!

Now, boys and girls, CLOUDS need two elements in order to form -- particles and moisture. They require condensation nuclei
(small particulates) for water vapor to adhere to. The size of these nuclei is about seven microns (picture a red blood cell).
Clouds also need conditions of about 70% humidity before they amass at various levels of our trophosphere. Clouds hang
around for a long time, and come in basic varieties: cirrus (higher altitude, made of ice crystals), cumulus (puffy and fat, with
noticeable vertical dimension), and stratus (low-hanging ... those sheets of gray that create an overcast day).
The lesson: Clouds and contrails require opposite conditions to form! Don't forget this.

A blanket of clouds sprayed by airplanes!

Today's news: We don't get to see a lot of natural clouds any more! ... So, what DO we see up there in the sky?

All over the world today, we are seeing "clouds" formed by "contrails" left by high-flying jet planes. For some reason, as of 1998 or
so, the white lines behind jets stopped going away. (This would be like your breath staying in the air for hours on a winter
day, forming big swaths of whiteness all around you as you walked.) For some reason, after 1998, there were SO MANY jets leaving
white trails in the sky that lasted all day, making THE WHOLE SKY OVERCAST, that NASA decided we now had a phenomenon
called "persistent jet contrails." But they cannot explain why they are persistent ...
REMEMBER THE RULES: Clouds need 70% moisture to form. Contrails need low humidity (moisture) to form.
But, somehow, "contrails" are now forming in high humidity -- all over New Jersey, the humid Midwest, tropical Florida, the sticky
South ... dozens and dozens of contrails ... every day! In fact, so many contrails form that they create grids in the sky that baffle
people standing on the ground below. It's like an air show!

What happens after the "air show"? People who are not spending their time shopping and dialing on their cell phones have noticed
this:

The "contrails" keep enlarging, swallowing the sky! Places like Phoenix, Arizona (in the middle of the desert) are completely
overcast by the end of each day. Now, we learned that clouds need humidity to form, and the desert typically HAS NO HUMIDITY,
so how do clouds form in the desert day after day?
Let's review: We now have "contrails" forming in very humid conditions and clouds forming in very dry conditions ... What could that
possibly mean? Nature isn't doing what it's supposed to. Hmmm ... oh, of course! It's global warming, for sure. Everything has
changed because of global warming. Even President Bush knows that now. He finally decided to listen to Al Gore.
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Weather Modification

Cloud seeding

"Cloud seeding" or the making of rain by spraying silver iodide has been admitted to for quite some time. See The Science
Channel documentary "Owning the Weather" (2005). What is not admitted is the extent to which military and government are
employing advanced electromagnetic and other technologies to create and alter weather as we are experiencing it today.
Originally devised as a weapon against enemy nations, wartime weather manipulation has been secretly used, and in recent
years Senate bills have been continually presented for "experimentation" with what we have all taken for granted as being an
indelible part of nature.

HAARP in Alaska

Of note are Hurricane Katrina, the tsunami in Indonesia, the cyclone in Myanmar and flooding in the American Midwest. The
list of such disasters is long, and the question to be asked is were these naturally occurring events? (Read Michel
Chossudovsky's weather-warfare article here.) We are being warned of impending natural catastrophes every time we turn
on the TV, and the villain is ... you guessed it ... man-made global warming, or in other words we ourselves, you and I, us. If
the HAARP project consists of powerful antennae that send electromagnetic frequencies into the ionosphere and the spraying
of metallic aerosols has made our very air into a conductive plasma, then it seems as though the tools of weather manipulation
have certainly been readied. Again, the question: Are they being used?
Gone are the days of natural wind, snow and rain, clouds ... and even sunshine. Our sunlight is now filtered through a silverywhite metallic haze, creating glare as never before. Gone are the blood-red dawns and sunsets; instead, creeping into our
vocabulary are excuses like "pollution" and "haze." This is accepted as the "price" we must pay for our industry, our progress,
and the recklessness of corporations that have desecrated the earth. If we limit our use of fossil fuels, recycle and develop
renewable energy, we'll be safe. But how do solar panels work when the sunlight is vanishing? How will we "fix" this by
altering forces that have been in their own balance for millions of years?

In June 2008, hundreds of fires suddenly blazed in California. They were caused by "lightning" -- 8000 lightning strikes in a
single weekend. This is no doubt accepted as another result of "global warming," but eight thousand? The spraying has made
our air into a plasma (an electrically charged, conductive environment), which means that as soon as the "torch" is lit, the
plasma is able to respond.
In the photos below, notice the very pale sky. Years ago, the San Diego sky was as rich as the blue in the pictured signs. See
how the sky whitens at the horizon. You are looking at a concentration of descending metallic particles reflecting the sun.

Will the dreaded "Big One"
(earthquake) create a tsunami in this part
of Southern California?

These signs have been placed along the
San Diego coastline. The San Andreas
fault lies offshore.

GLOBAL DIMMING

Mainstream media are reporting a phenomenon called "global dimming." NASA
has admitted a major loss of sunlight to the earth in the last couple of decades -as much as 20%. Here's the current logic peddled by authorities: An increase
in passenger airline traffic is causing contrails that create a kind of artificial cloud
cover, which is causing global dimming. We don't exactly know why, but we
should be glad of this, as global dimming is one solution to global warming.
Keeping sunlight off the earth will help to cool it.
However, as even a fool knows, loss of sunlight means plants cannot make food
(remember photosynthesis?), and plants feed the entire food chain. So the
spraying is blocking the sun, and a planet with less light will allow MOLDS and
FUNGUS to grow (see our Morgellons page for more on artificial fungus).
ce the "cloud cover" forming in what began as
ear day. And since when have passenger jets
aveled in curved paths? (Click to enlarge)
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Geo-Engineering

These are real clouds

Geo-engineering is defined as the large-scale manipulation of the earth's environment to suit human needs and "promote
habitability." Once a controversial field, scientists around the world are now recruited and paid to develop methods of geointerference to affect our climate and topography in the effort to mitigate the current "global warming crisis." Popular belief has it
that our planet needs to be cooled because the CO2 we have so carelessly created by burning fossil fuels is warming the planet
and destroying the protective layer of ozone above us. We must deflect that hot sunlight away from us!
The aerosols being sprayed overhead contain, among other things, ionized metal particles. The air in which we live has been
converted from a neutral, life-supporting medium into an electrically charged plasma (a conductive gas). We are told that
experiments with deflecting sunlight are to our benefit. We are told that the "global dimming" phenomenon, now being admitted to
by NASA as a consequence of the haze layers formed by "persistent jet contrails," will serve to cool the planet. (We have already
seen a 20% loss of sunlight in just a couple of decades.)
In actuality, surrounding the earth with reflective metals is the equivalent of covering a baking potato with tin foil. The polymer fibers
also contained in the aerosols are essentially plastics that trap heat and seal it in. In addition, the polymers trap atmospheric
moisture, preventing rain. All this exacerbates "global warming," makes for more drought (not less), which will affect our supply of
water and food. The question we might ask is Is this accidental or planned? Are scientists "finding" methods "to help us" only to
condition us toward thinking we need this help ... and when the spraying program is officially admitted to, most people will accept it
as positive and necessary...?
Problem, reaction, solution. For a long time, globalists have employed what is referred to as "the Hegelian dialectic" to introduce
changes to our lives that would not be condoned under ordinary circumstances. Circumstances must be made un-ordinary. Create
a problem, then offer the solution. First come the disastrous global-warming storms, leading humans to believe they are at the
mercy of nature. Then ... the introduction of artificial weather and a man-made re-engineering of the earth as the only way out of
our predicament. What is not revealed is that a matrix is being created -- a completely engineered world in which all "life" will be
technologically controlled. (Read this New York Times article about geo-engineering.)

These are artificial clouds

Spraying "clouds" above us to save us from global warming is a poor [future] excuse for a program that is presently being denied. As
one studies the nature of chemtrails and their content, the dawning that this is deliberate begins to form. Not only are we losing our
light (and plants support the entire food chain by making food from sunlight), but we are breathing and absorbing materials that are
intrinsically changing our biochemistry. (See http://www.carnicom.com/ for blood and skin analyses.) Metal particulates in the air we
inhale have displaced oxygen. In addition to our air being conductive, we ourselves are electrically charged -- and therefore
conductive.
The HAARP project (High Frequency Active Auroral Research Program) in Alaska consists of large antennae that blast ELFs and other
frequencies into the ionosphere. Innocuously termed a "research" and "surveillance" program, it is very likely that HAARP is
modulating humans themselves, thanks to our conductivity.
HAARP's effects can also penetrate the ground, according to geoscientist Leuren Moret. Read this July '08 article about China's
recent Sichuan-province earthquake having destroyed its largest military armory and contemplate the significance.

A white shelf in the sky divides
the blue from the particulatesaturated world beneath.

A mound of real cumulus over an
opaque shroud below. The earth is
surrounded by "haze."
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Real clouds (like sheep!). Notice
the demarcation line and the inky
blue sky above.

Population Control

Women are born with 400,000 eggs in their ovaries and drop only 400 in a lifetime. Millions of sperm race to
fertilize a single egg, and it is the journey of their lives. As those numbers come together to form one human being, and that human is
multiplied by 6+ billion, you have the planet's population. In the early 1950s, according to Navy intelligence agent William Cooper, the
Bilderbergers (one level of global policy makers) decided they could never control billions of people. Wars were thus created on
continents that threatened overpopulation (South America and Africa, for example) as one way of limiting the gene pool. (Read the eyeopening book "Behold a Pale Horse" by William Cooper.)
The best form of birth control is education. Women defer childbearing if they are given educations, but if you educate poor women (and
men), they are bound to figure out what the IMF and World Bank are doing with their natural resources and future. Better to engineer
revolutions in their countries to keep them busy and dying.

In the Western world, the control of population was first launched as a "mind war," a domestic war upon
culture and society. So began the "dumbing down" of the hard-working American -- entertainment, sports and media being some of the
tools. Vaccines, artificial sweeteners and flouride in the water helped, and the spraying program is finishing it off.
"Control" does not necessarily mean numbers or mental sharpness. It can mean where you live. It can be about health. It can be the
creation of disease. It can mean how and if you reproduce. "Control" is about creating a matrix in which variables are not left to chance
or nature. Matrix: (dictionary definition) Something in which something else originates or develops.
We are laboratory rats whose very biochemistry is being altered. Our atmosphere is now conductive, and we are all receiving its
"current." The spraying, experimented with for at least two decades and consistently inflicted since 1998, has saturated our air with
polymers, metallic particles and fungi, all of which are now in our bodies. As well as in the soil, plants and animals we co-exist with. We
are being steadily moved away from real nature into an engineered matrix, where all our functions can be observed and governed.
Whether you realize it or not, it has happened. To quote Clifford Carnicom (www.carnicom.com), "The saturation is complete. It is
now a matter of maintenance and concentration."
The spraying is part of an integrated atmospheric weapons system. Though it seems the program is currently about [disastrous]
weather modification (which has not been officially admitted to), the aerosols contain nano-engineered biologics -- or weaponized
parasites. According to those who have done the research, we are virtually all infected. Perhaps "seeded" would be a better word (see
left menu tab "Morgellon's Syndrome"). The mix of engineered parasites, pathogens, toxic heavy metals and nanobots is designed to
assemble within us to create a microchipped terrain. Never mind the dog-and-pony-show discussion about future RFID (radio frequency
identification) tags. It's already done.

THIS is population control. Make no mistake. The hour is very late.
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Morgellon's Syndrome

Fiber at 60x magnification

From the Jeff Rense website (www.rense.com): Morgellon's Disease, April 2007 "A communicable nanotechnology invasion of
human tissues in the form of self-assembling, self-replicating nanotubes, nanowires, nanoarrays with sensors, and other nano
configurations, some carrying genetically altered and spliced DNA/RNA. These nano machines thrive in alkaline pH conditions and
use the body's bio-electric energy and other (unidentified) elements for power. There is some evidence that these tiny machines
possess their own internal batteries. They are also believed to be able to receive specific tuned microwave, EMF and ELF signals
and information. To what end is not known.
The symptoms vary from skin lesions from which colored or plain fibers emerge, which do not scab normally, heal extremely slowly
and never become bacterially infected -- to brain fog, fatigue and depression, etc. It is also established that Morgellons nano
machines are commonly found in all body fluids, orifices and often even hair follicles, and are believed to routinely achieve total body
systemic penetration. It is reported by nearly all afflicted that Morgellons nano machines seem to have some kind of hive or group
intelligence. Communicability appears to be possible/probable through shedding of the fibers by the infected, and through all normal
bacterial or viral vectors.
Some fibers have been shown to withstand temperatures in excess of 1400 dF; routine sterilization for Morgellons nano machines in
all re-usable medical/dental equipment and instruments is moot. There is also strong evidence linking chemtrail aerosol fibers to
Morgellons fibers, although proof of transmission through aerial spraying remains anecdotal."

Today, in 2008, more is known. Major TV networks have already run specials on
"Morgellon's Disease," which, according to some researchers, is not a disease but a syndrome. Syndrome: (dictionary definition) a
group of signs and symptoms that occur together and characterize a particular abnormality. Doctors interviewed by the TV channels
declare Morgellons patients to be suffering from psychosomatic disorders, with ordinary rashes that have pieces of clothing
lint sticking to the sores. Lint? (can be brushed off). From one woman who discovered big red, oozy blotches showing up on her
skin: "They have long whiskers growing out of them. I cut them off, and my dermatologist says he doesn't know what the whiskers
are. He uses big tweezers to try to pull them out. I feel like something's crawling all over my body, under my skin. And I feel it's
alive -- it's talking to me."

THE RED WINE FIBER TEST

Dried gum/dental sample after wine test

The Red Wine Test is fast becoming a popular Morgellons-fiber detection test. Brush teeth first; then use a 5-minute rinse (or as
long as possible) of 1/3 3%-hydrogen-peroxide and 2/3 merlot red wine. Spit into cup and observe presence of fibers. (For those
who prefer not to use alcohol, organic purple grape juice works as well or better -- use 2/3 juice and 1/3 peroxide.) Testers have
noted the inorganic, crystalline structure of particles in the cup.
The fibers are ubiquitously present in us, not just in our mouths. "If you breathe, you are dealing with [Morgellons]," says Gwen
Scott, ND, whose work you will find on Clifford Carnicom's website (click here). Carnicom himself states: "The pathogenic forms
under investigation are repeatedly showing up in the general population, regardless of whether certain "skin anomalies" are present
or not. The pathogenic forms were, however, first discovered as a result of examination of these same skin anomalies. The
segregation of certain individuals as having the "Morgellons" condition is completely and totally false; the general population is
involved whether they would like to know it or not. The pathogens found have now been discovered repeatedly across all major body
systems and functions, including skin, blood, hair, saliva, dental (gum), digestive, ear and urinary samples."

Crystalline formations in saliva, 700x magnification

The presence of "inorganic interference" is now detectable in most of us, whether we exhibit symptoms of Morgellon's syndrome or
not. See this report on airborne fibers by Jeff Challender, posted by Clifford Carnicom in November 2005. Carnicom's 2008
research shows that specimens of airborne fibers collected in previous years match the makeup of fibers now being found in the
human body. To read an in-depth Carnicom report on human sampling entitled "Morgellon's: Morphology Confirmed," click
here.
What's it all about? Not the Hokey Pokey, for sure. Weapons systems are not just being tested -- they're in use. Weapons have
progressed from sticks and stones to knives and swords, to gunpowder and guns, to big explosives like bombs, to chemical agents,
nukes, and now weapons of stealth -- biological, electromagnetic ... and "invisible." The engineered matrix into which humanity is
being ushered involves a complete takeover of biology and all life forms. The future will show us a melding of man and machine.
Quantum physics, electromagnetism and nanotechnology are the means. Don't believe it? Read this article posted on 7/5/08 at
CNN.com.

Fungus/bacteria cultured from saliva, 5x magnification

To the right is a culture produced from a fiber-containing saliva sample (see full report at Carnicom website). Apart from fibers,
the nanopathogens showing up in biological life (plants, animals, humans) appear to be in the form of an artificially engineered
fungus. It may be that the cultures produced from dental/gum/saliva samples will lead to more information.
Here are the questions everyone asks. This is so huge and horrifying ... what can I do? How can we stop this? If I can't even feel it,
how bad could it be? Do I have it? Will we all get it? Who's doing it? Why are they doing it? If they're doing it to us, why aren't they
worried about themselves?
All good questions. What are the answers, though? The good news is that no one is alone in this transformation. We're all in it
together. The road to solution begins with one thing: Information. Gathering information leads to having knowledge. Armed with
knowledge, our consciousness begins to grow. In all ways. Our consciousness belongs to us, unless we give it away. Sleeping
through this activity, not caring, not paying attention or assuming it doesn't matter is how we give our consciousness away. That is
each individual's choice. But once you know you own your own consciousness, no one can take it from you. That is the start of
Power. It may not sound like much right now, but see what happens as people begin to possess their own power.
And remember: Information = Knowledge = Consciousness = Power
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Videos to Watch
Chemtrail vs. contrail (1:12 mins)

Observations and many good questions by a former news cameraman (10:00 mins)

Discussion of the military's "purpose" for spraying (8:36 mins)
What's being sprayed? (2:21 mins)

Clifford Carnicom's classic "Aerosol Crimes" (1 hour 39 mins)
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Website Links

www.carnicom.com
www.bariumblues.com
www.californiaskywatch.com
www.newyorkskywatch.com
www.dontchemtrailmebro.com
www.chemtrailupdate.com
www.missouriskywatch.com
www.arizonaskywatch.com
www.iseelines.com
www.chemtrails911.com
StrangeDaysStrangeSkies

SPRAYING US LIGHTLY

(Sing to the tune of "Killing Me Softly")
I saw them flying over
Striping a cloudless sky
Creating grids and X's
And still I wondered why?
And there it was, a white world
Such strangeness to my eyes ...
Hiding our sun in their fake clouds
Blocking our light with their chaff
Spraying us lightly with chemtrails
Spraying us lightly, with chemtrails
Wrecking our whole life, with fake clouds
Spraying us lightly, with their fog ...
For miles a white horizon
Above it hazy air

The jet planes never stopping
As if we weren't there
I prayed that they would finish
But they just kept right on ...
Hiding our sun in their fake clouds
Blocking our light with their chaff
Spraying us lightly with chemtrails
Spraying us lightly, with chemtrails
Wrecking our whole life, with fake clouds
Spraying us lightly, with their fog ...
I heard it's weather warfare
But that's not all the scare
It's nano-engineering
And they don't seem to care
The plumes just stretch above us
Spreading out wide and strong
Hiding our sun in their fake clouds
Blocking our light with their chaff
Spraying us lightly with chemtrails
Spraying us lightly, with chemtrails
Wrecking our whole life, with fake clouds
Spraying us lightly, with their fog ...
They love clouding our world
Just love killing our life ...
Spraying us lightly with chemtrails
Spraying us lightly, with chemtrails
Wrecking our whole life, with fake clouds
Spraying us lightly ... with their fog ...
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